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atat 
Manuel A Gurdtan 
Attorney 

AT&T Flonda T (3051 347-5561 
150 South Monrce Sfreel 

suite 400 m@usI aurdw@aU.Com 
(305) 577-4491 

Tallahassee, FL 32301 

July 9, 2009 

Ms. Ann Cote, Commission Clerk 
Office of the Commission Clerk 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Re: Docket No. 090246-TP: Notice of Adoption of Existing 
Interconnection Agreement between BellSouthTelecommunications, 
lnc. and Cbeyond Communications, Inc. by Clective Florida, LLC 

Dear Ms. Cole: 

Enclosed is BellSouth Telecommunications, Inc. d/b/a AT&T Florida's Notice 
of Filing Additional Documentation in Support of its Objection and Petition to Cancel 
Clective Telecom Florida, LLCs CLEC Certificate No. 8736, which we ask that you 
file in the captioned docket. 

Copies have been served to the parties shown on the attached Certificate of 
Service. 

cc: All parties of record 
Jerry Hendrix 
Gregory R. Foilensbee 
E. Earl Edenfield, Jr. 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Docket NO. 090246-TP 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served via 

(*) Electronic Mail, p) Facsimile and First Class US. Mail this 9th day of July, 2009 to 

the following: 

Teresa Tan (") 
Victor McKay (") 
Staff Counsels 
Florida Public Service 
Commission 

Division of Legal Services 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Itan@mc.state.fl.us 
vmckav@osc.state.R.us 

Clective Telecom Florida, LLC (**) 
2090 Dunwoody Club Drive, #106-257 
Atlanta, GA 30350 
Tel. No. (404) 272-0445 
Fax. No. (203) 547-6326 



BEFORE ‘TIIE P1,ORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

Kotice of Adoption of Existing, Intermmection ) Docket No. 090246-1’1’ 
Agreement between BellSouth ) 
Telecommunications, Inc. and Cbcyond 
Communications. Inc. by Clective Florida. LLC ) Filed: July 9,2009 

AT&T FLORIDA’S NOTICE OF FILING ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION IN 
SlJPPORT OF ITS OBJECTION AND PETITION TO CANCEL CLECTIVE 

TELECOM FLORIDA, LLC’S CLEC CER’TIFICATE NO. 8736 

BellSouth Telecommunications, lnc. d/b/a AT&T Florida’s (“AT&T Florida” 

herehy tiles thc attached documentation in support of its Objection and Petition to Cancel 

Clcctive Telecoin Florida, LLC’s (“Clective Florida”) CLEC Certificate No. 8736. 

I .  Correspondence between Clectivc Gmirgia, Inc. and Clective Florida and 

AT&T Florida/AT&T Georgia, attached hereto as Exhibit “ A ,  indicating that Jeffrey 

Noack and Joseph Nichols (listed on Clective’s CLEC Application as “Director of Carrier 

Interconnection for Clective GA. Inc.”) are the same person and that “Mr. Noack utilizes 

the alias Joseph Nichols because of the cxtreme prejudice that Mr. Noack believes would 

be associated with his employment at GlohalNaps.”’ 

_. 3 Reply Testimony of  Jeffrey Noack, attached hereto as Exhibit “B, filed 

on behalf orGlobal Naps Maryland, lnc. indicating that Mr. Noack is the ”Director of 

Network Opentiom of Global Naps, lnc.” and that he has held this position since 1999. 

Noack Testimony at p. I .  lincs 3-5 

’ Global NAPS is an entity, which after pmirdctecl litigation, was di~onnec~cd  by AlVr for nonpaymciil 
olcharge\; i i i  c x w x  cif$20,000,000 in the states of Florida, Georgia and N(inIi Carolina. 



Respectfully submitted this 9th day of July. 2000. 

A-r&T IXORI IM 

MANUEL A. GURDIAN 
c/o Gregory R .  Follmshec 
IS0 South Monroe Street, Ste. 400 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 
(305) 847-5558 
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at&t 'I: 304-137-2918 N i a d  n. Ttirtxs 
Generill A~OOmeY F: 404.614-41)54 
AMI SENICPF. InL. mrhael.t"rtm~an.com 
Legal Depirtmen: 
675 west Peachtme 3. N.E. 
sub? 4213 
Atlanta, GA 301750001 

Fehruary 1'7, 2009 

CIA OvERNI(;IIT DELIVERY 
Ms. t'atricia Morris 
Presidcmt 
Clective GA, Incorporated 
2090 Dunwoody Club Drive. Suite 106-257 
Atlanta, GA 30350 

Dear Ms. Morris, 

As BellSouth Telecommunications, he., d/b/a AT&T Georgia and ATE1 Florida 
(collectively "AI'&T") continues to review the adoption requesfs for Interconnection 
Agreements with Clective CA, Lncorpomted and Cliuctive Teiecom Florida, L x . ,  
(colIectively,"Ctectivc") in Florida and Georgia, AT&T has compiled the following list of 
questions for Clccrivc. P k s c  respond to these questions so that AT&T can move CflWWd 

with its review of Ciective's adoption requests. 

1. Is Clective, any of its principles or its nianageriai team in any way associated or 
afllliatcd with one or more of the following entities: Giobai NAPS, Inc.; Ferrous 
Miner tloldiugs. Inc.; Global NAPs Realty; Global NAPs New thpsh i r e ,  Inc.; 
Global NAPS Networks; Chesapeake Investment Services; I Ieisenhurg 
Cornmunications; MyBell, Inc.; Convergent Networks, he.; Broadvoice, Inc.; Select 
& Pay Inc.; RJ Equipment; Global NAPs (with any state inserted here); Giobal NAPS 
Equipment leasing Corporation, inc.; Global NAPs Financial Services, Inc.; KR 
Graphics Aviation, Inc.; Litigation Management Services, Inc.; Malibu Mirage 
Music, fnc.; Omega III G.G., inc.; Sahara & Arden, he.; Workstation Wimrd, L D ,  
or Workstation WImrd, lnc? 

2. Please provide a detailed explanation of any associations or affiliations identified in 
KS~ORSC to question number one above. 

3. Describe JefTrey Noack's current or pa.. associations with Clwtive, including, hut 
not necessarily limited to, the following: 
(a) The length of  Mr. Noack's association with Clective. 
(b) The nature of' Mr. Noack's association with Cleclive - e.g., employee, independnt 
contractor, or othcr relationship. 
(c) Whether Mr. Noack's experience is being relied upon by Cledivc to ensure 
compliance with the state and federal regulations applicable to telecommunications 
providers. 



4 Describe Joseph Nicllols's current or past associations with Clmtive, including, but 
not neceswily limited to, the following: 
(a) ' h e  lcngth of Mr Nichols's association with Clectlve. 
(h) ILre nature of Mr. Nichols's sssociation With Glectivc e.&, employee, 
mdepenJent contractor, or other relationship. 
(c) Ihe relationship between Joseph Nichols and Jeffery Noack, including, for 
absolute clarity, whether Joseph Nichols and J e f k y  Noack arc the same person. 

5. I h s c r i l x  the organizational structure of Clective, specifically identifying all oKcers, 
piircnt companies and affiliates. Please provide copies of Exhibits A and B that were 
to be submitted along with Clective GA, IncorpoMted's CLEC certificate apphcation, 
along with confirmation that the information contained in those Exhibits is accurate 
and complete as of thc date of its submission to the commission. 

6. Clarify whether Clective will rely solely upon revenues derived from its operations as 
a CLEC in the States of Ckorgia and Florida for payment of all invoices submitted by 
AT&T purswit to the terms ofthe 1CAs and relevant tarif%? If not, please identify 
all other sources of income that will be relied upon to satis& these financial 
obligations mcurred under the lCAs and relevant tariffs. 

Thank you in ad~mcc for taking &e time to respond to these questions. The response can be 
sent to M c l m l  rubes at the address in this letter. 

Sinwrely. 

Michael M. 'l'urhcs 

cc: Brad N. Mondschein, Ey., Pullman & Comley, LLC, 90 Stale llouse S q w  
Ihtford, CT 06103 



E R A 0  N .  MONDSCHEIN. ESQ. 
90 s w c  I,iuurr Sq"1,'. 
thnford, CT 06103 
p (860) 424-4519 
f (860) 424-4370 
bmundsfllciu~pullcnm.corn 
www .psllewn.com 

Fehrnary 19: 2OOY 

Michael R;I. X'uihes. Esq, (via email michael.turbes@fl,com) 
(;eneral Attorney 
AI&I Scrviccs. lnc. 
Legal Department 
675 West Peachtree St., NE 
Suite 42 I3 
Atlania, GA 30375-0001 

Re: 

Dear Mr. Turks: 

CLECI'1V& CA, lne. and CLECTlVE l'elecom Florida, LLC 

I ani in receipt of your letter dated February 17, 2009 directed to CLECTIVE GA, Inc. 
a d  CLECTIVE Telecom Florida, LLC. CL,ECrTVE has =ked me to respond to your letter. 
While CLKTIW, believes that it is entirely inappropriate for AT&'I' to require CLECTIVE to 
respond to thc questions, CLECTIVE is doing so with the expectation that its interconnection 
agreerneut will k expedited once the responses are received. In response to your questions, 
CLECTIVI; statcs the following: 

I .  
CLECTIVF. is 100% owned andoperated by Ms. Morris. 

2.  See Answer to k i .  

3. Ivlr. Noack has been retained by CLECTIVE as a consultant relating to network 
architecture and intercotuiection issues. Mr. Noack has been associated with CLECTIVE for 
approxirnately three years and is an independent contractoc. While CLECTIVE utiiizes Mr. 
Noack's expcaisc in a variety of ways, CLECTIW d i e s  upon its legal counsel for compliance 
with state and federal regulations. 

4. Mr. Noack and Mr. Nichols are indeed the same persou. Mr. Noack utilizes the alias 
Joseph Nichois hecause of Uie extreme prejudice that Mr. Noack believes would be associated 
w&h his employment st GlobalNap. 

CLECI'IVE is not as3ociated or affiliated with any of the entities listed in Question 111 

RRlDGEPORT GREENWICH HARTFORD STAMFORD WESTPORT wnire PLAINS 



PUI ,T ,MAN 8r C O M L E Y ,  LLC 
A I ' T O R N E Y ~  AI' L A W  

5 .  CI.ISC:TIVL: GA and Cf,ECIJVE Telccotn Florida are 100% owned by bls. Mowis. Ms. 
Morris and myself (Brad Mondwhein) are officers of CLECTIVII GA. Ms. Morris is the sale 
niemtxr of C1,ECI'IVE 'i'eiccan; Ftorida. Aftcr searching the Cieorgia PSC wehsite, it does nor 
appear that Exhibits A and R were filed with the CLEC certificate application. However, Ms. 
Moms is the solc stockholder of CIBCTIVE and the sole h a r d  member. 

5. CL,ECWv'E GA will rely on its revenues from Georgia for payment of its debts while 
C1.ECTIVf.c Telecom Florida will rely on its revenues from Florida for payment of its debts. in 
addition, to the extent that Ms. Morris invests capital into eilher of thcse companies, such capital 
may be used to pay debts as well as purchase equipment. 

%is letter should satis& your inquiry. We expect that the fuliy executed interconnection 
Agmrncnt will be forwarded to Ms. Monk and filed with the Florida and Georgia PSCs 
immcdiately. 

Sincerely, 

Brad N. Mondschein, Esq. 



EXHIBIT 3 



BEFORE THE 

MARYLAND PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

1 
in  the Matter of the Investigation, Examination ) 
and Resolution of Payment Obligation of 1 
Global NAPS - Maryland, Inc. for Intrastate ) 

Company - Maryland f 
Access Charges Assessed by Armstroog Telephone ) CaseNo. 9177 

REPLY TESTIMONY OF JEFFREY NOACK 

ON BEHALF OF GLOBAL NAPS MARYLAND, INC. 

June 10,2009 

1 



1 

2 I. CURRICULUM WTAE 

3 Q. W I A T  IS YOUR NAME, TITLE AND ADDRESS? 

4 A. 

5 Inc. (“Global”). I have held this position since 1999. My address is 25094 Jaymarr Ct. 

6 Porter, Texas. 77365 

7 Q. WHAT iS YOUR EXPERIENCE IN TELEPHONY? 

8 A. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 Q. HAVE YOU TESTlFlED BEFORE STATE UTILITY REGULATORY 
14 
1s TO WHAT SUBJECT MATTER? 

16 A. Yes I have testified in front of multiple state regulatory commissions concerning 

17 

18 

19 Q. WHAT TOPICS WILL YOU ADDRESS? 

20 A 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF JEFFREY NOACK 

My name is Jeffrey Noack I am the Director of Network Operations of Global NAPs, 

1 worked for twenty six years for Venzon, [ne. (“VZ”), or its predecessoK and affiliates 

in various engineering jobs concerning Access Caniers and Competitive Local Exchange 

Carriers (“CLECs”). 1 was the account manager for all CLECs at Bell Ailantic. At Global, I 

have been responsible for building, augmenting and maintaining networks with all incumbent 

carriers and reviewing all billing from incumbents 

AGENCIFS, AND, IF SO, BEFORE WHAT AGENCIES AND WITH REGARD 

network engineering and design 1 am familiar wtth Global NAPs’ mtwork configurations in 

Maryland. I am familiar with the type of clients we serve. 

The chief factual dispute between Annsrong Telephone Company of Marytand and 

Global NAPs is the nature of the subject trafiic Specifically, I will testify that Global NAPS’ 

traffic 11 sent to Venzon that terminates to Armswong is Voice over Internet Protocol (“Volt’”) 

traffic, a form of enhanced sewice or information sewsee and not a telecommunications service. 

I will refute claims of Armstrong’s witnesses, especially that Global’s trafic is subject to toll 

charges 1 will discuss how enhanced service voice traffic - VolP -- is neither local trafic within 



26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31  

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

the meaning of Armstrong's tariff, nor interexchange uaffc, and, how it is, therefore, not subject 

to the tariff provisions addressing local ~raflic, nor to tan'ff provisions addressing intrastate 

trafk,  nor to tariff provisions addressing intcrstatc traffic, nor to the provisions scning rates far 

transit traffic. 

11. SUMIUARY OF TESFIMONYAND CONCLUSION 

Q- 

A. 

consequence. his conelusions arc either unsupported or, in certain important cases, contradicted 

by his own testimony and analysis. 

Will you please summarize the Endings and conclusions of your testimony. 

Yes. Mr. Mitchell's and Mr. Wilson's testimony is both inaccurate and incomplete. As a 

A ce#ral recurring flaw in Mr. Mitchelt's testimony and evidence arises out of his failure 

to carefully distrnguish between the several types of mfiic that he discusses by applying 

traditional measures, (e g.. billing based on geographically cornelated NXXs) to Globat's non- 

traditional trafic (e g , non-geographically condated tramc including "nomadic" ESP traffic). 

Before legal issues can be addressed, the traffic, real or potentid, exchanged between Armstrong 

and Global NAPS must be carefully defined OR the basis of the network architecture invotved. 

Q. 

A. 

dispute; three involving local and three involving interexchange traffic. However, while all six 

architectures are theoretically possible, not all of them exist. 

Q. Please describe these arrangements 

A 

Traditional local traffc may be carried entirely on the local network of the lncumbent Local 

Exchange Carrier (-\LEV) - a  caiI from an Armslrong customer lo another Armstrong 

How many possible types of traffic are at issue? 

There are, at last theoretically. six different types of traflic arrangements involved in this 

First, them is traditional local traffic that originates and terminates on thc PSTN 

2 



49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

customer. Or a traditional local call may originate on the local network of a Competitive Local 

Fxchangc Carrier (‘CLEC’’) and traverse an interconnection facility to the ILEC‘s network. 

Second, there is  local traffic khat both originates and terminates on the PSTN but is routed 

through an intervening ESP. 

Third, there is local traffic that originates off the PSTN in Internet Protocol (“IP..) format, is then 

routed through an ESP and, commonly, an intermediate CLEC to be terminated over an 

interconnection facility to the ILEC’s network. 

Fourth, there is what can be t e d  “traditional long distance traffic” which is classifying as toll 

traffic any call that has an NXX code outside the Armstrong local calling area. 

Fifth, there IS long distance traffic that originares and terminates on the PSTN, but is routed 

through the switching facilities of an Enhanced Service Provider (“ESP”) in between. 

Sixth, there is traffic that or ig i~ccs offthe PSM in IP format and is converted to TDM format 

to be terminated on the PSTN (e g.. Vonage-type traffic). 

Q- 

the type of subject traffic a t  issue? 

A. 

Mr. Mitchell’s analysis is incomplee because he lumps together several classes of service that 

involve different types of technology and different classes of carriers. Mr. Wilson consistently 

fails to apply the data contained in his study in a fashion that properly desfribes the ~raffic being 

measured, the measurements chat arc missing from the study and the conclusions that properly 

can be drawn from it. 

How are Mr. Mitchell’s and Mr. Wilson’s testimonies inaccurate when discussing 

Ihse  wtnesses, especially Mr. Mitchell. assume that all traffic is necessarily toil traflic. 

Below, I will careluily define each of these six categories of traffic in terms of network 

architecture. 1 wll thm examine txhibit TSW-3 data to show what conclusions can and cannot 

3 



72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

bc drawn from those data with respect to each type of service. Finally, I will provide 

supplemental data developed by Global NAPs that fills in some of the critical evidentiary gaps 

left blank by Armstrong and show what conclusions follow. 

In summary, this repon will prove the following: 

I .  

2. 

Armstrong characterizes as "local" originates on broad band facilities and is what is 

commonly called VoIP traffic. 

3. 

None of the traflic delivered by Global to Armstrong is traditional local wfic. 

All or substantially all of the t&i delivered by Global to Amstrong that 

None of the traEc delivered by Global to Armstrong is traditional long distance 

traffic 

4. All or substantially all of the traffre delivered by Global NAPs io Armstrong of 

the type measured in Armstrong's Three Minute Reports i s  delivered through the swliching 

functions of an ESP. Global is unaware of any mffic delivered by other means. 

Q. 

network architecture that applies to each. 

A. 

mean that any traffic exchanged between Global and Armstrong actually falls into that category. 

Some catrgones an: discussed, directly or implicitly by hstrogn .  for which &ere is no traffic. 

With that caveat, the following traflic categories are at issue 

Q. 

A 

the PSTN m a single local exchange. It either is canicd by a single local carrier. i e .  

ARMSTRONG, or is directly exchanged by interconnected local carriers. 

Plense describe each of the traffic categories involved in this dispute and explain the 

I would begin by noting that the fact that a category of traffic is discussed here does not 

What is "Traditional Local Exehange Traflie." 

Traditional local exchange trafic is defined as traffic that originates and terminates on 

4 
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96 

97 

98 

99 

1W 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

110 

111 

112 

113 

114 

11s 

116 

117 

‘Tradttional local calfs, like all traditional calls, begin by the routing of a call from an 

onginating customer’s ielephone over a local Iwp io a PSTN local switch. Mr. Mitchell 

indicated there is a single class 5 switch in his testimony on page 5. As such, all Armstrong local 

switched calls are Time Division Multiplex rTDM*) switches. TDM switches - or at leas 

ARMSTRONG’s TDM switches -- cannot receive call tmfic in 1P famat. As a result, all 

traditional local traffic both originates and terminates on TDM switches. The PSRI is a TDM 

based network. 

Q. 

A. 

my knowledge, doesn’t, because it makes no Sense from either a cost or a network design 

perspective. By definition, this class of local call is initiated by a phone company offering local 

service over a TDM-based switch. Also by definition -because this case is only about calk that 

terminate (0 Armstrong local customers in Maryland - the call terminates lo an Armstrong local 

TDM switch. On the originating end, the local TDM switch must be owned by Armstrong 

because as discussed previously, it classifies any call it does not both originate and terminate as 

a toll call, e.g.. any call rseived from Verizon. 

Every call will be transponed directly from the originating Armstrong switch to the terminating 

Armstrong switch. Global believes Armstrong local switches are not programmed to transmit 

locally dialed calls outside the PSTN 

The circumstance doesn’t change if the originating TDM switch is owned by a CLEC offering 

retail local serv~cc. The key fact here is that no locally dialed call initiated on a CLEC network 

can terminate to an Aimstrong local switch except by passing over an interconnection 

arrangement esbblished by Armstrong and another LEC (such as Verizon) and in TDM format. 

What is local TDM to IP to TDM hraffii? 

7 D M  to IP to TDM W i c  is one of the classes of calls that could exist but, IO the best of 

5 
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119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

130 

131 

132 

133 

134 

135 

136 

137 

138 

139 

140 

Hence, the ongtnating LEC has two choices. ( I )  It can enter into an interconnection arrangement 

directly with Armgrong and mute all locally dialed calls from its TDM switch to the Armstrong 

network. Alternatively, it can route the call from its TDM switch over transport facilities (either 

built by it or leased) to an ESP switch, whcre thesignal can be convmed to IP format. Then the 

call will need to bp transported lo an intermediate CLEC that has an interconnection arrangement 

with Armstrong and that can converi the call back into TDM format. The call will then travel 

over the intermediate LEC's interconneetion arrangement with Armstrong for termination. 

What should be immediately obvious about this second amgemen i  is that it imposes substantial 

needless costs on the originating LEC. In both the direct interconnection arrangement and the 

interconnection through an ESP arrangement, some LEC must have an i n t e r c o n d o n  

agreemenl with Armstrong and must constmet facilities to tmnsporl calls h e n  the Armstrong 

and CLEC networks in TDM formal. With d i d  interconnection, however, them are no other 

network costs. In contrast, if the CLEC elecs to mute TDM to TDM local ails thmugh an IP 

carrier, it must incur at least three other classes of costs - the cost of transporting the call to the 

ESP, the cost of having the ESP convert the signal to IP and route it to an intermediate CLEC 

and the cost of have the signal reconverted to TDM. As a consequence, 1 can see no reason 

why a CLEC that chooses to build a TDM based network to provide local e x c h g e  service 

would ever route locally dialed calls through an IP switching system. I know of no carrier that 

does this 

Q. 

NAPS? 

A. 

Amrstrong local customer and still be routed through an IP switch would he if the originating 

How can a local call originate on the PSTN and terminate on the PSFN via Global 

The only way a locat call could originate on the PSTN, terminate on the PSTN to an 

6 



141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

147 

148 

149 

150 

151 

152 

153 

154 

155 

156 

157 

158 

159 

160 

161 

162 

163 

customer dialed thc call using a IOIONXX prefix - in short, converted the call hnm a local to an 

interexchange call by directing that it be routed to an IXC. I can think of no reason why any 

customer would ever choose to do this since it  is both inconvenient and expensive. In any event, 

I do not believe that Armstrong is asserting that this traffic pattern is prevalent or even existent in 

the traffic actually exchanged between Armstrong and Global For the same reason, I cannot 

think of a reason why a CLEC would C O ~ L S W C I  a TDM-based switching network and not 

program its switches to directly interconnect with the Armstrong network to complete local calls. 

Further, Global receives no tral fc from IXCs; all its customers are ESPs. Thus. there simply is 

not, to the best of my knowledge and belief, any fP routed PSTN to PSTN local calls. 

Q. 

A. 

originate from retail VoiP service providers like Vonage, Packet 8 and many cable modem 

service providers like Comcsst and Time Warner. However, the designation ofsuch calls as 

‘Yocal ”  is misleading As Mr. Mitchell describes it, whether a traditional call is a local or an 

interexchange call can gcnerally be determined by comparing the NPA-NXXs of the originating 

and terminating numbers. And, because Armstrong Maryland serves a single local calling area, 

all traffic is toll in his view. However, as the Federal Communications Commission and several 

courts have determined, that methodology does not work reliably for IP initiated calls. IP calls 

can, and often are muted hom locations that are physically remote from the geographic location 

traditionally associated with the dialing number. Such uafic is called “nomadic.” Nomadic 1P- 

based calls are generally treated a5 a separate category of traffic. neither local nor interexchange, 

but simply called “VolP ” The FCC has niled that they arc jurisdictionally internate, precisely 

because NI’A-NXXs do mt reliably define the end points. Carriers chat negotiate ICA 

Is There a Class of 1P-Originated Local Calls? 

Yes, this class of calls unquestionably exias. Such calls are usualiy called VoiP calls and 

7 
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165 

166 
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169 

170 

171 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

177 

178 

179 

180 

181 

182 

183 

184 

185 

186 

agreements regarding the proper treatment of VolP calls routinely set rates for terminating VolP 

traffic, both nomadic and fixed, without regard to definstions of local. intrastate or interstate. 

Nevertheless, some VolP calls do originate in locations that are in the m e  physical exchange as 

the customer receiving the calls and a VOW retail service provider must constmet a method for 

completing these calls. IJnlike a TDM based local CLEC, the IP based VolP provider cannos 

simply interconnect directly with Armstrong IO terminate calls, because the Armstrong TDM 

switches don’t accept such traffic. Hence, while the TDM based CLEC would be irraiional if it 

routed its locally dialed calls off the PSTN, the VolP based CLEC has no choice but to do so. 

A VofP-initiated calf does not begin in TDM format, and therefore is not sent over a local loop to 

a local TDM switch. Instead, it begins in IP format, is carried over a broadband facility such as 

DSL or cable modem service and may bc routed Io an IP switch several states away from either 

its origination or termination point. Because IP technology permits calls to travel over the 

internet to locations far more remote than local switches providing TDM service, call rouling of 

fP calls pay no attention to local network architecture. 

Furthermore, many retail providers of VolP service have few network facilities of their own. It 

is therefore common for VolP carriers to lease network and switching facilities from two or three 

categories of carrier in order to complete any one call. First, some VolP carriers purchase 

transport facilities to get waffic to the ESP providing iP switching facilities. Alternatively, the 

VolP company c m  simply route traffic directly to the ESP over the inremet. 

Second, the VolP provider will lease switching capability from an ESP. Among the companies 

that provide IP switching are Transcom, CommPartnen and Point One. The ESP may enhance 

the signal or provide other services to its retail VolP customer. In all cases, however. the ESP 

will determine a route for terminating the call, usually sending it to an intermediate carrier that 
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has an interconnection arrangement with the 1I.EC serving the end user receiving the call. The 

intermediate carrier receives the traflic From the switching carrier either in 1DM or IP format. It 

convens the signal to TDM if necessary, and routes it over its own interconnection facilities to 

the local carrier serving the customer receiving the call. 

The FCC has recognized that intermediate carriers play a critical role in the handling of VoIP 

traffic. Global NAPs IS no1 the sole intermediate earner in Maryland; there are more. 

Q. 

Armstrong territory? 

A. 

calls. There i s  no such thing as a TDM lo 1P to TDM Call. 

The sole role chat Global NAPs plays in the termination of voice traffic is that of 8n intermediate 

CLEC carrying traffic sent to it by ESPs. It, thnefore, not only does not but cannot carry 

"traditional" local traffic. VoIP is the only local traffic that has need, either for an ESP to 

perform switch conversions or for an intermediate LEC to terminate the calls. h t  simply, the 

category of PSTN originating local traftic that is termitwed through Global NAPs i s  a null set. 

There is no such traflic. 

Q. 

A. 

traditional long distance trafiic. Traditional long distance trafiic is well understood. Prior to 

passage of the Tekcommunications Act, an originating I L K ,  which served the party making the 

call, delivmd the calt to an interexchange carrier (*IXC"), which in turn carried the call to the 

terminating LEC, which finally delivered the call IO the party k i n g  called. Under the access charge 

Can you summarize your analysis of the types of local traffic possible in the 

Yes There are two types of load calling Traditional T I M  based calls, and IP to TDM 

P k s e  describe the network architecture of traditionst long distance. 

Mr. Mitchell has asserted that all of the tralfic that Armstrong meives from Global NAPs is 
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rules. the IXC pays access charges to both rhe wiginating LEC and the terminating LEC The IXC 

then recovers its costs enttrely from the calling party who selected the IXC for long distance services. 

Traditional long distance calls, like traditional local calls, originate and are delivered in TDM format. 

The IXC is selected by the onginating caller. usually as its 1 + Primary Interexchange Carrier (“PIC”) 

but sometimes by dialing an access code lo reach a specific IXC. The LEC’s local TDM switch 

identifies the customer-selected IXC by its Carrier Identification Code (“CIC”) and routes the call 

over Feature Group D (“FGD”) trunks to the IXC‘s Point of Presence (“POP). FGD trunks were 

designed by the ILECs to capture the information necessary to properly bill switched access charges. 

The IXC then carries the call, either over *a own facilities or on facilities leased from another 

transport provider, to a POP located near the tmninating point. The process is  there reversed when 

the call is routed over FCD trunks to the local TDM switch (or more likely its tandem) for 

termination. In this arrangement. financial responsibilities are clear and well-establrshed. There are 

only thm participants in the call, and only one payor, the IXC. 

Q. 

A. 

diiTerent from ”traditional” TDM-based interexchange calls. Mr. Mitehell’s testimony refers to calls 

that were tennrnated by Global NAPs to Annstmng local customers as on’ginating on another. 

afiliated Amcstmng network and presumes these are all out ofregion traditional IXC calls 

Armstrong apparently made no effort to determine who the IXC WBS, how it routed the call once it 

received it, what was done to the call en mute and how the call got to Global NAPs. This should 

have been important to Annstmng because the one thing it knew for certain was that lhese were nof 

lraditional long distance calls” Traditional long distance calls would have been routed to an IXC 

POP and then dclivcred from t h a  POP directly to Armstrong over FGD wnks. These calls, as 

Armstrong knew. were somehow delivered to Global NAPs, who routed them to Aimstrong over its 
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interconnection facilities with Verizon. There apparently was no other identifier other than Global‘s 

CIC, that is, no IXC identifier. Notwithstanding, Armstrong classifies a l l  of Global’s calls as toll 

Q. 

A. 

prametcn or any indication of statistical verifiability and lack of bias, Armsuong bases its request 

for IWO hundred scvrnry odd thousand dollars. 

Global NAPS can not even attempt in this proceeding to fill in the blanks of Armstrong’s incomplete 

analysis. Such a miniscule sample i s  not adequate upon which to base Amstrong’s claims. 

Q. 

factual determinntion of the accuracy of Armstrong’s cinim? 

A. 

the Commission. As such, any finding granting Armstrong’s claim w i d  be purely speculative. 

Please provide analysis of exhibit TW-3. 

That i s  difficult. Apparently, on the basis of three calls, a “sample” which we don’t have any 

I f  Global can not analyze Armstrong’s claim, then how can the Commission make a 

Just 16 Global can not a n a l p  Armstrong’s claims with any dcgm of accuracy, neither can 

Q. How can Global refute Armstrong’s claim if it can’t analyze Armstrong’s claim based 

MI its rniniscnk 3 call .sample? 

A. 

supplied numerous documents to Staff including but not limited to Orden and customer agreements 

supporting such contentions. 

Q. 

A. 

call that i t  handles. In 2005, AT&T asserted claims against Transcorn in a bankruptcy proceeding. 

In summary, however, as the Court explained it, AT&T argued in lhar case what Armstrong i s  

apparently trying to argue hen. that any call that originates and terminates on the PSTN is not an 

enhanced service but is “traditional long distance” no mauer what is  done to the traffic in between. 

Opinion. p. 3. 7he Court explained that, among the issues befoe i t  werc whether Transcorn “is an 

In ordu to pnvail, Global merely need prow that its traffic is from qualified ESPs. It has 

Pleasc dcscribr some d y o u r  ESP enstomem. 

Transcorn: Public record documents establish that Transcorn is  an ESP and enhances every 
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enhanced service providers (ESP") and is thus exempt from the payment of certain access charges 

." Id. p. 4 The Coun allowed full discovery by AT&T against Transcom and then heard several 

witnesses. With a full litigation record before it, the Coun concluded: 

the CWII finds the Debtor's system fits squarely within the definitions of "enhanced 
service" and "information m i c e ,  as defined above. Monover, &e Court finds that 
the Debtor's system routinely makes non-trivial changes to user-supplied information 
(content) during the enlirety of ewry communication. Such changes fall outside h e  
scope of the opetations of mditional tclecommunieations networks, and arc not 
necessary for ihe ordinary management, control or operations ora 
tekmmunications system or the management of a telecommunications service. As 
such Debtor's service is not a "telecommunications sewice" subject to access 
chargcs, but rather is an information service and an enhanced m i c e  that must pay 
end user charge$ Id. p- I I .  (Emphasis supplied). 

I t  is my understanding that several other courts haw examined Transcom's IP switching services and 

have reached the identical conclusion. Indeed, this Cwrl makes reference to "Judge Felsenthal's 

[]similar finding" in another Transcom case. Id. 

Whether Armstrong has the right to reopen the question of whether Transcorn is an "enhanced 

service provider" who "changes both the form and content of every call i t  receives" is a question for 

the attorneys. I am offering the Opinion of the Court, not for its legal rulings, but for its findings of 

fact. Among those factual findings which the Cowl concluded make ihe service provided by 

Transcorn "distinguishable from AT&T's specific [IP-in-the-middle] service" we: 

'The efficiencies of Debtor's network result in reduced rates for its cu~omers 

Debtor's system provides its customers with enhanced capabilities 

Debtor's system changes the content oftvery call that passes through it." Id. p. 9. 

My review of the record of this case indicatesthat hT&T has declincd to mxamine lhc facu of 

Transcom's operations. The Coun is quite clear in rejecting AT&Ts argument that a call that 

originates and terminates on the PSTN is therefore a tradisional "telecommunications service" no 

matter what happens to it during its tP phase. By ignoring that ruling, Armdrong's Three Sample 
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286 Calls Reporc never actually provides any evidence that would show whether any of the traffic 

reporled in its Three Minute Repon5 was, or was mt. “traditional long distance” if such was a 

Transcom call. Although Transcom is but one, if is the largest, Global ESP customer 

CommPartaers: Global’s second largca IP switching customer is CommPanners. 

CommPartners provided a written response IO Global NAPs’ request for information in aNew 

York investigation similar to this one. It identities Vonage as CommParcmr’s largest customer 

and rems that its other customers are similar providers of nomadic VolP services 

CommPmners concludes: “This is the type of IP-originatcd traffic that CommPartners setxis to 

GIobal NAPs for termination in New York. I would note that our contract with CommParrnm 

requires Global to terminate traffic anywhere i n k  country. [including Maryland]. Nothing in 

ow agreement wth CommPanners woufd make the traffic it sends Global in [Maryland] 

different from the traffic it sends Global in New York. 

Moreover, less than two months ago, David S. Clark, the Chief Executive Officer of 

CommPartners, filed an Anidavit in a litigation in the Federal District Cow for the District of 

Columbia, addressing a central factual issue in this case. In it, Mr. Clark sated: 

CommPartners makes intcrcanier-compensation payments to other local exchange 
caniers and competitive local exchange canicrs for terminating CommPartnu~’ VoIP- 
originated calls via interconnection agreemen& and commercially negotiated contracts. 
CommPanners does not pay any canier that terminates CommParmers’ VoIP originated 
calls through the payment of ~ariNi access charges. For example, CommPwers has 
been delivering its customers’ VolP-originated traffic to ATBrT . . - pursuant to 
interconnection agreements. Under thost interconnection agreements that CommPamrers 
has with the nation’s largest local exchange carriers, the parties terminate each other’s 
Voll’ trafic either for Free, or at rates that are less than $.0006 per minute, a rate that is 
more than ten times lrss than Paetec’s interslate taritTed accesscharges. 

Pointone: Subsequeni to the New York investigation, Global received a letter from PointOnc. 

another of  its customers PotntOne confirms that it operates “a significant North American IP 

network that IS 100% VOJP.” Collectively, Transcom, CommPervtcrs and PointOne represent 
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about 85% of all of the terminating m f i c  that Global NAPS sends to II.ECs, including 

Armstrong Maryland. We have no reason to believe that the remaining 15% is any different. 

Finally, I would note that all of the Global NAPS contracts with its customers require it (0 

terminale any calls received from these canien at the locations nationwide fhat Global NAPS 

scrves. The PointONE leua  also makes chis point. This mcam that there is no difference 

between the trafic that Global receives from Transcorn or CommPartners and terminates in New 

York and the traffic that it receives from these same firms and terminales in Maryland. Then i s  

no special routing to Maryland 

In sum, all of the traffic at issue here i s  terminating VolP traffic. 

Q. Are tbere any other argnments that may prohibit application of a- ehirges to the 

subject traffx if the traffic was fonnd not to be sent by an ESP, but instead deemed to be roll 

traffn: from an IXC? 

A. 

call is that traditional long distance calls have only a singk company betwcen thc originating and 

tcrminating LECs, the IXC. In Global's case, homer ,  there arc at least three and commonly four 

companies between the originating and terminating LECs. If there was an IXC in this chain, it would 

presumably be prior to the ESP and thus be the carrier ofthe traffic to an 1P switching company (such 

as, hypothetically a camin like Level 3) thc 1P witching company (for example, Tanscorn) and an 

intermediate LEC who routes the call to the terminating LEC (in thiscase, Global to Verizon to 

Armstrong). Thus, even assumingthar switched aceess charges are appticable to IP routed calls. 

determining which carrier is responsible for such charges raises an issue that "traditional long 

distance" does not.' I f  some carrier is  responsible for paying terminating switched access charges, 

Yes. Anothcr important dinerenre bctwcen a tradilional long distance call and an IP rou&cd 

' There can actually be cases where there are two carriers - when me call 6 terminated through an llEC to a 
smaUer LEC However. in these cases, there Is stlU only me access payer, the ixc. me ILEC and termmating LEC 
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which carrier is it? If one carrier is determined to be responsible, and to be responsible for switched 

access charges, what are the consequences for the other camen involved in the transmission? 

Because Global does not provide IXC scrvices. it would not be an originating carrier. Further, 

Global docs not even provide dial tone services. Indeed, by definition. there woutd need to be a 

carrier pcior to Global. and as such, Global would be an intermediate carrier. 

In sum, IP-routed PSIN traffc is not ‘traditional long distance” traffi, even if some of it is subject 

so switched access charges. It is different because it is routed through an IP switching process that 

can and oAen does, enhance !he service provided. No traditional long distance service offers this. I t  

is 31SO different because it is r o a d  ~I~rough a muhipliciry of carriers only OM of which. at most, can 

be liable for access charges even if they apply. 

Q. 

ESPs? 

A. 

terminate any calls received from these carriers a! the locations nationwide that Global NAPs 

serves. The PointONE letter also makes this point. This means that there is no difference 

between the IrafIic that Global rcceives From Transeom or CommPartners and terminates in New 

Yark and the traffic that it receives from these same f i r m s  and terminates in Maryland. There is 

no special routing to Maryland 

Q- 

A. Yes 

Is there 3ny other evidence supporting your contention that Global’s customers are 

Yes. I would note that all of the Global NAPs contracts with its customers require it to 

Can you summarize your testimony? 

share the IXC revenues pursuant to a meet point b i h g  arrangement. I am aware of no switched access tariff that 
differentiates between the several dassrr of carriers dexribed above in an IP routed PSTN to P S M  interexchange 
can. 
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1. The Armstrong witnesses fail to address the crucial issue regarding the type of traftic in 

question. This, ofcourse, rnises c e m h  legal implifalions regarding rates, etc. which are no( 

specifically my area of expertis. 

2. The evidence provided in TSW-3 is 20 scant as to be imlevant. 

3. Global does not provide IXC services. As such none of its traftic is toll traflic subject to 

access chargcs. 

4. Global’s custmers are enhanced service providers. This has been verified by the 

customers themselves in their agreements, by court deems and even a casual investigation of their 

offerings will confirm such. 

5. In sum, all of the tnrftic at issue here is terminating VolP traftic and all should be 

exempt from access charges. 

4. Global is an intermediary carrier. It does not pmvide originating dial tone services and 

does not acccpt traffi from IXCs Even if some of the tranic at issue was not Enhanced traftic, i t  

wwtM still be IP switched traflic and it would sill have traveled over the kind of multi-pany 

routing arrangement described above. In short. even if such traffsc were sub+ to access 

charges, it would still not be ‘traditional long distance” because of  the very different multi-party 

transport arrangements that iP in the middle trafIic can have. 

7. In any event, Armstrong has put so little effort into discovering the facts at issue here, 

that there is nothing on the record that would support a finding that any of the traffic sent to 

GtohI NAPS is not enhanced service voice traftic, otherwise known as VoIP. 

Q. 

A. Yes. 

Docs that concfude your testimony? 
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